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A SUMMER MISCELLANY

1. [ANTHROPOMORPHIC]. HULL, Edward Artist. SIR FROG HE WOULD A WOOING
GO … London: Printed and Published by Engelmann, Graf, Coindet & Co., Jan. 1829. £ 750

Six numbered, hand-coloured lithographs with verse letterpress and imprint below (a few repaired tears in the margins); without the
original printed wrappers; preserved in a recent morocco-backed marbled-paper folder, with lettering piece on upper cover.

A charming, or grotesque,
anthropomorphic series in which
Sir Frog meets a sticky end after an
ale-drinking spree at Mouse Hall.

The verses are an adaptation of a
sixteenth century Scottish nursery
rhyme Frog Went A-Courting and
Hull appears to have issued a
similar set of prints a few years
earlier under the same title.

Edward Hull who flourished in the
1820s and 30s also produced
lithographs of military and
sporting subjects. He is probably
the ‘Ned Hull’ of Poplar grove
House, Kennington, London who
invited his friends to a ‘Punch and
Muffin Academy’ party in the
1820s see [British Museum
1877,1013.165]

OCLC records just one copy only,
at Princeton.

2. AUDSLEY, George Ashdown & Maurice Ashdown AUDSLEY. THE PRACTICAL
DECORATOR AND ORNAMENTIST. For the use of Architects, Painters, Decorators, and Designers.
Glasgow, Blackie & Son,  [1892]. £ 1,350

FIRST EDITION IN THE ORIGINAL PARTS PUBLISHED “FOR SUBSCRIBERS ONLY”. 15 original parts, folio, 1 f.
advert, half-title, title, pp.[v]-ix, [9]-36, [2], 100 explanatory leaves, 2 diagram plates (numbered A & B) and 100 chromolithograph
plates (numbered I-C), some heightened with gold, 5 text figures; text foxed mainly in the margins; loose as issued in the original light
blue printed paper sleeves; those for parts 1, 2 and 15 with restorations.
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Designs for friezes, crestings, panels, wall panels, ceilings, purlins and beams in the Greek, Neo-Grecian, Mediaeval,
French Gothic, Italian Renaissance, Japanese and Floral manners, to which are added notes on the application and

effect of the various patterns.
Practical as ever, the
Audsleys’ also offer the
craftsman hints on stencilling
and painting the patterns
together with some
suggestions on colour
variations and adaptations
which might be applied to
different scales of building
work. This is one of the last
great compendia of Victorian
design following the tradition
of pattern manuals
established by the likes of
Christopher Dresser and
Owen Jones. Yet, as the
authors state in the preface,
few of these earlier works
have provided for the

workman designs executed on a large enough scale to be copied adequately. To that end they offer “a series of
designs capable of being executed by the simplest means at the disposal of the Decorative Artist and Practical
Painter - namely, stencilling”. No publication date is given but the preface is helpfully dated October 1892.

An uncommon work and, given its intended use as a practical painting manual, one which is often found in poor
condition. The present copy is most unusually unbound in the original parts and notwithstanding some occasional
chipping to the text leaves and a few splits along the joints of the wrappers, sttill in fine condition.

3. [BADCOCK, John]. PHILOSOPHICAL RECREATIONS OR WINTER AMUSEMENTS. A
Collection of Entertaining & Surprising Experiments in Mechanics, Arithmetic, Optics, Hydrostatics,
Hydraulics, Pneumatics, Electricity, Chemistry, Magnetism, & Pyrotechny, Or Art of Making Fire Works,
Together with the Wonders of the Air Pump, Magic Lanthorn, Camera Obscura, &c. &c. &c. and a
Variety of Tricks with Cards. The whole simplified and clearly elucidated so as to suit every capacity
London: Printed for Thomas Hughes, 35, Ludgate Street and sold by Sams, St James’s Street [and others],
[circa 1824].

£ 750
12mo, pp. xv [1], 200; hand coloured engraved folding frontispiece; original decorated and printed boards, lacking spine

Ascribed to the writer and journalist John Badcock (fl. 1810–1830) on the evidence of the initials J.B. to the preface
the works seems to be of a different cast from his .

The flamboyant leads to a total of 301 winter amusements. Quite an assortment of practical, useful, curious and
dangerous are packed together for relieving long winter evenings The practical subjects include method of giving
plaster of Paris figures the appearance of marble’ how to detect counterfeit money artificial flowers making a perfect
copy of a print to send carp and pike alive to any distance varnish for silk to make it impervious to water; to silver
paper without silver; how to construct a camera obscura; recipes for never yielding cement, golden ink; are all give a
space.
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4. [BATH]. FIVE MINUTE’S ADVICE on Drinking the Bath Mineral Waters and Bathing. With a
List of the principal Complaints and Diseases for which these celebrated Hot Waters are more decidedly
efficacious … . Bath, Simms and Son and London, D. Bogue, 1843. £ 350

SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. 36, [8, advertisements], with folding lithographic frontispiece and folding lithographic plate; both
illustrations with marginal waterstains; original publisher’s green limp cloth, front cover ornamented in blind and lettered in gilt; a little
waterstained.

An uncommon and beautifully illustrated guide to the waters and swimming facilities at Bath. ‘The author states in
the preface that many of the advantages of Bath waters can be experienced in the home, if the right products are

purchased. This means that patients may avoid “the
annoyance and expense attendant upon distant
travelling, frequently so prejudicial to persons in delicate
health.” The book also contains an array of
advertisements for various potions and pills’ (British
Library Learning, online).

The fine lithographs, printed by Day & Haghe show the
interior of the Grand Pump Room and the Plunging &
Swimming Bath with swimmers and a fully dressed
gentleman leaving his changing cabin at the edge of the
pool.

Not in Anderson or Halkett & Laing; OCLC locates
three copies only, in the British Library, the Wellcome
and at Duke University; COPAC does not give any
additional locations. - We were not able to locate or date
the first edition.

5. BELLA, Edward. A COLLECTION OF POSTERS. The Illustrated Catalogue of the First
Exhibition. Royal Aquarium London:[ printed by Strangeways, London. Bound by Fisher & Son] 1894.

1 £ 485

Tall 8vo, pp. 39 [1] blank; 41-48 ‘Appendix’ & ‘Prices’ 20 half-tone plates; list Honorary Committee browned due to contemporary
inserts; original decorative printed orange warpers; including two advertisements loosely inserted for Ed. Sargo Gallery in Paris

‘In October 1894. a show with the lengthy title “The First International Artistic Periodical Poster Exhibition”
opened at the Westminster Aquarium in London. The collector Edward Bella had organized the show-which was
dominated by French posters, in accord with his own taste. Bella had appointed Toulouse-Lautrec to head the
French section, which featured 19 works
by Cheret. 21 by Steinlen. and 20 by
Toulouse-Lautrec himself. While the
exhibition was a success in terms of
attendance, the venue was not exactly the
most reputable as the Aquarium was
known mainly for lowbrow entertainment
and seedy spectacles. It is possible that
many of the visitors were less interested in
the posters than in the various side-shows,
which included singing donkeys, a boxing
kangaroo, and “Zulima the Female
Samson.” Several critics cited the dour
mood and lack of sophisticated colorism in
the English posters, which by all reports
paled in comparison with the French
works. Nonetheless, this exhibition
inaugurated a series of similar shows in
England devoted to the an of the poster.’ (Stephen Eskilson Graphic Design: A New History, p. 76)

The introduction by Joseph Thacher Clarke, one of the instigators of the exhibition, begins enthusiastically ‘A
collection of posters! saved or torn from the horridness - posters plucked from the pasting, as it were! nothing less
than this. And this Collection of Posters exhibited in an Aquarium - of all place’s’ Clarke identifies that ‘Among the
younger men, de Toulouse-Lautrec stand pre-eminent for tremendous force, and one might say ruthlessness of
characterisation.’ British Poster art was still to gain ground ‘Here in England something has been attempted in this
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field; but the point of view is still so near that any attempt to define the degrees of individual success and failure
might be invidious.’

Bella acted as an agent for many of the artists and at the end of the work is a loosely inserted price list with
Toulouse-Lautrec priced from 80 shillings for Le Moulin Rouge to 2 shillings for Malt Coffee.

Included with the catalogue is an original woodcut announcement which Valloton personally designed for his 1894
poster and print exhibition held at the most famous of Belle Epoch galleries, Eduard Sagot, in Paris. Boldly printed
in black, showing an excited mob of collectors rushing to gaze upon a freshly stuck poster - which the mob
overshadows, feverish to see the work of one of the most famous Art Nouveau era artists. This insert, together with
a flyer for Sagot’s gallery were probably picked up at the Aquarium exhibition.

6. [BERNHEIM-JEUNE]. CATALOGUE DES TABLEAUX
MODERNES. Aquarelles - Pastels - Dessins par Bonnard, Boudin,
Céria, Cézanne, Chagall, Corot, Coubine, Courbet, Cross, Degas,
Derain, R. Dufy, Dufresne, Eberl, Gaugin, Van Gogh, Guillaumin,
Laglenne, Marquet, Modigliani, Monet, Monticelli, Pascin, Picasso,
Pissarro, Quizet, Renoir, Rouault, Signac, Souverbie, Utrillo, Vallotton,
Vlaminck, sculptures par Modigliani et Rodin. Provenant de la
collection “L’Art Moderne” Lucerne (Suisse) et dont la vente aux
enchères publiques, aura lieu a Paris Hotel Drouot, salles 7 et 8 réunies
le Jeeudi 20 Juin 1935, à deux heures précises. [Paris, Moderne
Imprimérie, 1935].                                                                         £ 95

Tall 8vo, pp. 35, [2], title printed in red and black, with 73 illustrations on plates
printed on both sides; text initially a little foxed; uncut in the original printed wrappers.

What came under the hammer this Thursday afternoon in 1935 reads like the
Who’s Who of French modernist art since impressionism. Behind L’Art
Moderne were the leading French art dealers Bernheim-Jeune, who had close
personal contacts with many of the artists themselves.

Probably they thought to have a stock clearance by offering several works
through the Swiss auction rooms.

7. [BRITISH EMPIRE EXHIBITION, WEMBLEY 1925] PRESENTATION PORTFOLIO
OF PUBLICATION  London: Fleetway Press Ltd. Dane Street 1924-1925. £ 850

original folding brown presentation portfolio with six pockets lettered in gilt Illustrated Souvenir of the Palace of Arts, [1924] 4to, pp.
176; original printed cream wrappers.

Illustrated Souvenir of the Palace of Arts, [1925] 4to, pp.
176; original printed cream wrappers.

British Empire Exhibition Opening Ceremony. 4to, pp.
28, half-tone illustrations; blue printed grey
wrappers with blue tie

Official Catalogue 8vo, pp. 120, original buff
wrappers

Souvenir Pictures oblong 8vo, pp. [64] sepia
illustrations with decorative borders, original
pictorial wrappers

Official illustrated catalogue of the Queen’s Dolls’ House.
8vo, pp. 62 [2]; original decorated buff
wrappers

Official Guide. Second edition.  8vo, pp. 128, half-tone
text illustrations; original coloured wrappers,
small tear on upper corner, without loss

Souvenir Picture Book, 4to, pp. 16, half-tone text
illustrations; original coloured wrappers

Illustrated Souvenir of the Palace of Arts, 4to, pp. 176;
original printed cream wrappers.

28 postcards of exhibits.
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Fleetway Press was given the contract to publish all official exhibition programmes for both the 1924 & 1925
events. As their introductory leaflet proudly proclaims ‘that this gigantic contract should be placed entirely with
ourselves, especially in vie of so many largest printers in the country having collectively tendered for the work, was
unique.

8. [BURGHLEY HOUSE]. [HORN or HORNE, John]. A
HISTORY OR DESCRIPTION, GENERAL AND
CIRCUMSTANTIAL, OF BURGHLEY HOUSE the Seat of the
right Honourable The Earl of Exeter. Shrewsbury: Printed and Sold
by J. and W. Eddowes. Sold by T.N. Longman, Paternoster Row,
Cadell and Davies, Strand, B and J. White, Fleet Street, and Faulder,
Bond Street, 1797.                                                                       £ 450

8vo, pp. vii, 205, [2, errata]; contemporary red half roan; worn at extremities.

The work describes the history, contents and gardens designed by
Capability Brown, as they appeared at the end of the eighteenth century.

Sadly for the author the The Monthly Review for October, 1797 was scathing
of the work ‘concerning the origin, the architecture, and the furniture, of
this magnificent residence of the Cecil’s, we do not discover any thing in
this description that is valuable, either for novelty of just criticism. In
laboured detail of the paintings, every page abounds in fustian sentiment,
bombastic ejaculations, or feeble attempts at pleasantry.’

Even though this review is scathing the book is really the best description
we have of the house at this period

Upcott p. 1013; OCLC records copies in Weimar, at Yale, Georgia State
University, New York Public Library and in the Library of the Corporation
of London.

9. BUSBY, Thomas Lord. THE FISHING COSTUME AND LOCAL SCENERY OF
HARTLEPOOL in the County of Durham, Painted and Engraved from Nature … London: Printed for J.
Nichols & Son Red Lion, Fleet Street; Colnaghi and Co. Cockspur Street; Rowe and Waller, Fleet Street;
T.L. Busby, 21, Charlotte Street, Fizroy Square; and G. Andrews, Durham. 1819. £ 2,850

Two original parts, folio (510 × 312mm), pp. [ii] title, 6, [2]; 6 engraved plates by T.L. Busby stitched as issued in original printed
drab wrappers with the title printed within a gothik border; preserved in a modern cloth folder, the upper cover with a red morocco label
lettered in gilt.

The subjects that Busby felt to be representative at Hartlepool were a Fisherman’s Son; Fisherman’s Daughter;
Shrimp-Seller; Lobster Catcher; Shrimp-Catcher and lastly a Fisherman all in their traditional costume and set in
within various views of
Hartlepool.

The descriptive text gives a short
account of the history and aspect
of the town ‘The population does
not exceed 1000 persons’ but is
really concerned with the
techniques and dangers of fishing
in this area, the first two subject in
act being orphans due to their
father drowning with his comrade
near the dangerous rocks. Both
line and net fishing were prevalent
and Busby goes in much detail on
the methods used the hazards and
nomenclature that was local to the
area.

This copy of the publication was
published in ‘a size adapted to
illustrate the “History of
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Durham,” by R. Surtees Esq. 7s each Part.’ The number that were actually bound together with the Surtees would
appear to be relatively few as many of the subscribers to that work had no doubt had their volumes bound up by
the time Busby’s ‘supplement’ came to press.

10. CHAFFERS, William, cataloguer. CATALOGUE OF THE
WORKS OF ANTIQUITY AND ART Collected by the Late William
Henry Forman … and removed in 1890 to Callaly Castle,
Northumberland, by Major A.H. Browne. [London: A. Bradley]
Printed for Private Circulation, 1892                                           £ 200

4to, pp. [iv], 209, [3], [32]; 7 plates; full contemporary tan calf gilt, red morocco label,
gilt edges; small worm hole to the foot of the upper joint.

This extensive collection included Greek and Roman vases, antique glass,
early British weapons, locks, Gnostic gems and an important collection of
works by William Hogarth that included paintings, drawings, prints and . At
the end is a 32-page glossary of terms for ancient art and 7 plates of the
principal characteristics of Greek vases.

The Forman Collection was not to last long at Callaly Castle for the estate
was bedevilled by family disputes and was eventually sold up by order of the
Court of Chancery, the Forman Collection was dispersed at a sale by
Sotheby's on 19th June 1899. A fine copy of an uncommon catalogue.

11. CHALON, John James. TWENTY FOUR SUBJECTS EXHIBITING THE COSTUME OF
PARIS the Incidents taken from Nature. London: Rodwell & Martin. New Bond Street. C. Hullmandel’s
Lithography 1822. £ 4,500

Folio [440 × 310mm.], lithograph title; 24 hand-coloured lithographs by Hullmandel; contemporary maroon, spine lettered in gilt,
some minor scuffing; bookplate on front paste-down of Robert Lionel Foster; together with a loosely inserted lithograph of the artist.

‘According to Beraldi (XII, 232) this “very curious and rare album” appeared as a small quarto in London. These
plates, which are large folio in size, may represent a French issue of the work, though the English edition had
captions in French. … His designs are by no means mere costume plates. Instead they are animated and faithful
studies of Parisian manners and customs in the years 1820’ (Ray, 124).

Chalon was born in Geneva, but spent most of his working life in London, where he attended the Academy School
and was elected R.A. in 1846.

Beall F 47; Colas 588; Lipperheide Fd 15; Ray, The Art of the French Illustrated Book, 124.
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12. CLAVERING, Robert. ESSAY ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING OF
CHIMNEYS. Including An Enquiry into the common Causes of their Smoking, and the most effectual
Remedies for removing so intolerable a Nuisance; with A Table
to proportion chimneys to the Size of the Room. Illustrated with
proper figures. London, I. and J. Taylor, at the Architectural
Library, No. 56, opposite great Turnstyle, Holborn, 1793. £ 600

THIRD EDITION, CORRECTED AND UPDATED. 8vo, pp. [iv], 107 [1]
blank, engraved folding plate (marginal tear); printed table; without advertisement
leaf at end; early 20th-century boards with red morocco lettering-piece on spine;
lightly worn.

Clavering was a working builder, and his introduction gives some
account of his researches into the construction of chimneys, which
also prompted Benjamin Franklin to write on this subject.

Already by 1764 Clavering had thought about solutions to the
common nuisance of smoke-filled houses, and as a practitioner, well
connected with his colleagues of the trade, he investigated the causes
of the problem and came up with a solution, which simply lies in the
maximisation of suction and air supply. ‘There is a certain truth in his
criticism of esteemed and worldly architects from Vitruvius onwards,
who have designed and executed strong and elegant buildings without
ever considering a fundamental “conveniency” like heating and
ventilation’ (Harris, p. 165).

RIBA p. 213 (the only edition listed).

13. [COBBOLD, Richard]. GEOFFERY GAMBADO; OR, A SIMPLE REMEDY FOR
HYPOCHONDRIACISM AND MELANCHOLY SPLENETIC HUMOURS. BY A HUMORIST
PHYSICIAN. Printed, for the Author, by Dean & Son, n.d. [1865]. £ 135

Square 8vo., pp. 115, 18 tinted lithograph plates, publisher’s green sand-grained cloth
blocked in gilt and blind, g.e., (lightly rubbed at the extremities and with traces of foxing to
three plates)

A scarce late work by the author of Margaret Catchpole and Character of Woman
privately printed and issued anonymously.

The lithographic plates are tinted in pink and drawn on stone by Cobbold
(1797-1877), a Suffolk curate, mostly after caricatures by Henry Bunbury (1750-
1811).  They depict “Gambado himself seeing the world in a six miles’ tour”
together with various equine studies such as ‘How to ride a horse on three legs’,
‘A horse with a nose” and a tripartite saddlery arrangement for “Me, my wife
and daughter.’

Sadleir 570; not in Wolff;. OCLC records copies at the Wellcome, Toronto,
UCLA, Iowa, Northwestern, Chicago, Tuft Cummings, Virginia & Wisconsin;
COPAC adding BL and University Collage London.

14. COQUEBERT DE MONTBRET, Eugène Baron NOTICE SUR L’ÉTAT DES ISRAÉLITES
EN FRANCE, en réponse à des questions proposées par un Savant Étranger. Paris: De l’Imprimerie de
Pillet Ainé, rue Christine, no. 5, 1821. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii,108; stitched as issued in original blue sugar paper wrappers; annotated in ink throughout
presumably by the author.

An interesting copy corrected and annotated by the author subsequent to an unforthcoming second edition.

The work was the result of a request from M. de Muller, an advisor to Emperor Alexandre I of Russia to explore
ways to improve the lot of Jews in Poland. Muller requested information of the status of Jews in various countries
and for France he was put in touch with Coquebert de Montbret who was then attached to a Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.

Muller set fifteen questions for Coquebert de Montbret to answer. Some of the questions are straightforward
statistical enquires on such topics as Jewish population, but others are more searching. Questions on whether Jews
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are divided into ‘castes’ what
rights do they have in France,
on the station of Jews in the
colonies and under Napoleon
what was their position in the
various countries formally under
Napoleons’ control. ‘Réponces’
are provided on schools and
universities, and who were the
leading ‘Israelites’ in France.
Question fourteen asks about
whether or not the publications
of theology for rabbis are still in
Hebrew, and here looks like a
slight case of paranoia creeping
in, is Hebrew printing in France
under the supervision of the
Minister and are they exported
abroad?

Coquebert de Montbret answers
all the question justly without
any anti-Semitic comments or

allusions. In many cases he has take particular care to give a clear and balanced view of the Jewish population of
France. This probably encouraged him to publish the work and enlighten his fellow citizens. Several of the chapters
are heavily annotated. mainly elucidating particular points or adding further information on the status of schools
and universities, and Jews who have made and impact on French society.

The eastern part of Poland was from 1815 ruled by the Russians as a Congress Kingdom which possessed a very
liberal constitution. Emperer Alexander had become increasingly reactionary before his death in 1825 so any
enlightenment gained from this enquiry came to nothing. Successive tsars reduced Polish freedoms and
consequently that of the Jewish population was still further curtailed.

OCLC lists copies at Yale, Harvard, Chicago and the Hebrew Union College in the USA; National library of Israel
British Library; Bibliotheque Nationale, Strasbourg, Basel & Zurich

15. DAVIS, John Scarlett. TWELVE VIEWS IN LITHOGRAPHY, OF BOLTON ABBEY,
WHARFEDALE, YORKSHIRE … . London: Charles Frederick Cock, 1829. £ 650

Oblong imperial 4to, pp. [ii], 5, [1]; 14 lithograph plates on India paper; internally lightly foxed and finger soiled with slight worming
to the last few plates, just affecting the images; original printed buff wrappers, pasted slip ‘Imperial 4to. Proofs on India Paper’ on upper
wrapper, black skiver backstrip; wrappers slightly chipped and soiled, backstrip chipped and cracked, now preserved in a modern brown
cloth portfolio with red morocco label
lettered gilt.

Large Paper Copy of the second
edition with proofs of the plates on
India paper. The title and wrappers
are those of the first edition (i.e. 12
views) but with the 5 pages of
descriptive text and 14 plates of the
second edition. This was probably
an economical use of old wrappers
after the second edition came to
fruition. Fine views of the abbey
ruins and surrounding countryside.
Plates 1-13 are printed by
Hullmandel and the final plate 14 by
Engelmann, all after drawings by
Davis.

Abbey, Scenery, 372; Boyne
CLXXIV.
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16. DELASSAUX, Victor and John ELLIOTT. STREET ARCHITECTURE, A Series of Shop
Fronts and Facades, Characteristic of and Adapted to Different Branches of Commerce. London, John
Weale, Holborn, 1855. £ 1,350

SOLE EDITION. Folio, pp. 16, additional engraved title and twenty-one steel engraved plates by Philip Brannon (numbered 2
through to 22), oval stamp of the Free Public Library Southampton on the preface leaf and final text page; original red half pebble-
grained cloth, modern grey boards repeating the engraved title-page; gilt-stamped lettering worn off, later endpapers.

This work of specimens for the exteriors of commercial premises, shop fronts and entire façades reflects the
interest in contemporary architecture and ornamentation awakened by the Great Exhibition of 1851.

‘It may not at first sight appear a very dignified
employment for the heads of the profession, to
use their talents in designing shop fronts and
street façades, but in reality, few classes of
subjects afford such scope for inventive genius,
and none where its efforts would be more
appreciated, or exercise so favourable an
influence on the taste of the multitude. We
have endeavoured, as far as possible, to give
each shop front or façade that peculiar
character which each particular trade requires’
(Preface).

Brannon’s engraved plates show a whole series
of designs for specialized shops including a
grocer, butcher, hosier, sundry bookseller,
jeweller, chemist, florist and printseller.

RIBA Cat. p. 277.

17. [DREYFUS AFFAIR]. PSST …! Images par Forain [and] Caran d’Ache, Paris, 5 February, 1898 -
16 March, 1899. £ 550

Folio, numbers 1-85 (complete series) bound in 1 volume, each issue consisting of 4 pp., illustrated throughout by J. L. Forain and
Caran d’Ache, slightly later half morocco, (lightly rubbed, occasional browning, small tear to the outer margins of Nos. 1, 11, 29, 80),

A complete set of this weekly satirical
magazine driven by the rabidly anti-Dreyfus
and anti-Jewish agenda. When, in 1894, the
French authorities accused the Jewish army
captain Alfred Dreyfus of espionage they
could have had no inkling of the ferocity of
the debate that would ensue. Exonerating
evidence was discovered 2 years later but was
fiercely suppressed by the army which
claimed there were no grounds for a new
trial. The resulting protests culminated with
Zola’s ferocious attack on the French
political establishment published as the
famous open letter “J’Accuse” which
appeared in the January 13th 1898 edition of
the Parisian newspaper “L’Aurore”. Dreyfus
was eventually pardoned and allowed to go
free in 1899, but did not find his name fully
cleared until 1906.

Here, in marvellously vibrant style, both Jean Louis Forain (1852-1931) and Caran d’Ache (1858-1909) caricature
the whole episode with a decidedly anti-Dreyfusian slant (the only text is that accompanying the illustrations as
captions): a drowning Zola clings to the manuscript of ‘J’Accuse’, state secrets are sprinkled liberally over the
Parisian skyline and the clerk in the “Alfred Dreyfus, Judas and Co.” bank accepts dubious deposits. A marvellously
wry treatment of the events which divided France and upheld the rights of the individual. A better than average
copy with just a few small marginal tears.

BUCOP, III, p. 624.
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18. [DULWICH GALLERY]. BEAUTIES OF THE DULWICH PICTURE GALLERY. London:
G. and W.B. Whitaker, Ave Maria Lane. 1824                                                                                   £ 185

8vo, pp. vi, vii [i] blank, [9]-101, [1] imprint; original printed boards, rubbed and worn on corners
and spine defective.

The work has sometimes been ascribed to William Hazlitt but appears to be by
another writer, in as much as the ‘Advertisement’ admits that ‘It is proper to state
that a few of the following descriptions have appeared in the New Monthly Magazine,
as part of a series of Papers entitled “British Galleries of Art.” As these portions are
comparatively trifling, and are scattered irregularly through the whole, it has not been
necessary to place any mark of distinction upon them.’

This would be Peter George Patmore’s, British Galleries of Art, published monthly
beginning from January, 1823, doubtless the unidentified author may also have culled
material from William Hazlitt’s Dulwich Gallery which appeared in the The London
Magazine for January 1823 but in the main the work is original. The rather positive
notice given the work in the New Monthly Magazine tends to confirm some
involvement by Patmore.

19. [EXHIBITION]. ISLE OF MAN, INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION, DOUGLAS, 1892. Emmison Brothers, Publishers, 39 Market
Street Manchester, and 89, London Wall, London, E.C. 1892.                     £ 85

8vo, pp. 119, [1] blank, [6] advertisements; original decorated printed wrappers, somewhat dusty with
stain on verso affecting a few leaves and slightly frayed.

A rather impressive name for such a small exhibition with general exhibits accounting
for 214 items, including an art section of 404 items.

The main attraction was the exhibition devoted to the Battle of Trafalgar replete with a
grand panorama and a full scale model of Victory in the heat of the action.

Not found in COPAC or OCLC.

20. [FARLEY & CO] BOOK OF DESIGNS FOR CABINET FURNITURE. London, Thomas Bean
& Son, 15 Tabernacle Walk, [1876]. £ 1,000

Folio [44.5 x 29.5cm]. lithograph title and 381 illustrations on 108 lithograph plates; original blind-stamped cloth, gilt-lettered on
upper cover, rebacked, with an old small stain on upper cover

A fine trade catalogue, probably the grandest produced in Britain in
the Victorian period.

The work only reveals its origin from the monogram ‘F. & Co.’ at the
foot of the title page; by chance a copy of the price list has survived
which identifies the Messrs. Farley & Co.,. 50, City Road, London E.C.
The company is rather shadowy as we have been unable to find any
reference to the business, considering the original purpose of the
catalogue this is hardly surprising and may account for no other copy
having come to light.

The 381 designs show every facet of domestic furniture; the designs
are divided into six sections illustrating furniture suitable for Hall,
Library, Dining Room, Drawing Room, Miscellaneous and Bed Room.
The work was produced to procure orders through retailers in the
West End of London and from around the country. The price list was
for the convenience of the retailer for such terms as ‘cheaper quality’
are introduced together with the wholesale price. Doubtless the retailer
would have their own price system and a more flamboyant descriptive
text elicit sales.

‘In the Victorian period there were two main developments, one of
which was the expansion of the comprehensive firm. The census of
1851 records that Holland & Sons were employing 350 persons and by
the 1870s Jackson & Graham’s workforce had reached 600-1000.
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Such firms began to decline in the 1870s, however, when the property values in the West End became too high for
the maintenance of large factories there. West End firms were also badly injured by a second development, the rise
of the furniture trade in the East End, which had started early in the century and acquired the means for national
marketing through easier access both to the docks and railway goods yards. By the end of the 19th century the
furniture was often sold to wholesale warehouses in Curtain Road, Great Eastern Street and City Road, and
manufacturers and wholesalers from the area supplied retail furnishers and department stores in the West End.’ (The
Grove Encyclopaedia of Decorative Arts Vol. II p. 50)

Not found on OCLC or COPAC

21. FLETCHER, Rev William. THE PICTURESQUE PRIMER; or, useful Matter made Pleasing
Pastime for Leisure Hours London: John Harris, Corner of St Paul’s Church Yard. [1828]. £ 650

12mo, pp. iv, 121 [1], 24 advertisements; 18 hand coloured engraved plates containing 120 images; title and some leaves slightly grubby
with an old closed tear to L3; modern half calf, spine in compartments with red label lettered in gilt.

Fletcher was master of Woodbridge Grammar School whose teaching methods
were well expressed in one of his later works: ‘For ages… instead of treating the
young as sentient beings, capable of judgement and reflection, they have been
governed and directed as mere machines (The Child’s Primer 1837).

In Fletcher’s introduction he outlines the format of his work ‘I have endeavoured
to please and instruct you, by giving you such entertaining and familiar
explanations in a series of Cuts, representing subjects of every-day interest and
importance, as I deemed suitable to your capacities. … Two motives have
influenced me in the prosecution of my task - one leading me to make the perusal
of my book as pleasing as possible, the other to render it also as profitable to the
hearts and understandings of my readers, as its nature would permit.’ Fletcher sets
the scene for the primer as ‘A Study, with a Curate and his children examining
some prints, the good mother looking on.’ The subjects are on the whole agrarian
with wheat sheaf, sickle plough horses dogs carts, boats, musical instruments etc.
all given wholesome descriptions; Betting is frowned upon as a great vice, children
are warned not to fall into wells. Curious that the book makes no mention of
industry and manufacture but instead dwells on a purely pastoral landscape.

Moon 289(1); Gumuchian 126 Osborne I p 121.

22. FLUR, F. and Ph. KAHM. WIE JEDE FAMILIE IM EIGENHAUSE BILLIGER ALS ZUR
MIETE WOHNEN KANN. Wie beschafft man sich Baukapital und Hypothek. Praktische Winke für
Baulustige. Der Hausgarten … 91. bis 100. Tausend. [Mainz, Gutenberg-Druckerei] for Heimkulturverlag
in Wiesbaden, [c. 1914]. £ 125

8vo, pp. iv, 156, 160 illustrations in the text; evenly a little browned due to paper quality; original printed wrappers with illustrated
label on front cover, old repair to head of spine, margins a little frayed, contemporary stamp of a local government institution on title and
front cover.

This well illustrated guide to the architecture of small
houses was issued by the Gesellschaft für Heimkultur, an
association of town planners, close to the Lebensreform
movement, which was slowly developing into a völkisch
political movement. The association intended to
enable the middle classes to live in their own homes,
as opposed to renting flats in large urban blocks.
Schultze-Naumburg’s ideas are clearly present, and the
style of the houses is art nouveau, with influences of
arts-and-crafts from Britain. The publisher’s statement
on the title 91th to 100th thousand indicates a later
issue of a later edition. Earlier editions had 148 pages;
however, we were not able to establish when the first
edition appeared.

OCLC locates in America one copy of the 1917 one-
millionth print run at Harvard, a 1912 issue in the
Canadian Centre for Architecture, and amazingly few
copies on the Continent.
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23. [FOKKE, Jan]. HISTORIE VAN DEN AMSTERDAMSCHEN SCHOUWBURG. Amsterdam,
Warnars and Hengst, 1772.

[bound with, as usual:] [BOER, Myndert de]. HISTORIE VAN DEN NIEUWEN
AMSTERDAMSCHEN SCHOUWBURG. Amsterdam, Warnars & Hengst, 1775. £ 850

FIRST EDITIONS, LARGE PAPER COPY. Two works in one volume, 8vo, pp. [viii], 80, [12], with engraved vignettte on
title, engraved frontispiece and 5 engraved plates (1 folding, 4 double-page); pp. [vi], 56, title with engraved vignette, 5 folding engraved
plates; uncut modern brown half-calf over boards.

Fine and clean large-paper copies (extended to the size of a 4to) on thick paper of these carefully produced and
illustrated volumes on the destruction by fire of the old theatre in Amsterdam and the building of the new.

The Amsterdam municipal theatre originated from the 15th-century Rederijkerskamer, which had played an
important rôle in Dutch culture and during the insurrection against Spanish rule. The building that burnt down in
1772 had been opened in 1665. On the May 7th, during a performance the fire was started by a servant carelessly
walking around with a burning candle. 18 people died during the fire; the rubble was later sold due to its contents of
gold and jewels. The replacement building, a solid neo-classical block depicted in the second work, was erected in
another location, on the Leidseplein, opened in 1774 it too was burnt down in 1892. - Most copies that have been
on the market were of normal 8vo-size and tend to be incomplete.

24. [GLASTONBURY ABBEY ESTATE]. BOWRING,
Robert [auctioneer]. PARTICULARS, WITH PLANS, VIEWS,
AND CONDITIONS OF SALE, of a Valuable Freehold Estate,
Tithe Free and Land Tax Redeemed, comprising the Elegant and
Distinguished Mansion known as the Abbey House … Also the two
Entrance Lodges, and 22 Cottages On the Southern Side of the
Estate, containing altogether 36a. 3r. 16p. (more or less). London,
Vacher & Sons for Bowring [in Wells], 1907.                           £ 450

Folio, pp. 24, with folding lithographic map, folding colour-lithographic plan, and 9
photographic plates; original cloth-backed lithographic boards; light wear to extremities

A well presented and highly illustrated sales catalogue for Glastonbury
Abbey and the surrounding buildings and land. Abbey House, Ruins and
Gardens where bought for £30.000 by Mr Jardine, Tory candidate for East
Somerset, on behalf of the Bishop of Bath & Wells. This huge sum was
raised by public subscription in a little over 18 months and the Abbey
handed over to the Church of England. The text gives a concise history of
Glastonbury, the plates show the picturesque medieval ruins.
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25. [GRANDVILLE]. DISTELI, Martin Abraham Emanuel FRÖHLICH UMRISSE ZU A.E.
FRÖHLICH’S FABELN. Aarau: Heinr. Remig. Sauerländer & Co., 1829. £ 450

FIRST EDITION. Oblong 8vo [205 × 262 mm.]; etched title and 9 etched plates, outer margins of two plates still largely uncut;
a fine copy in the original brown printed wrappers; preserved in a cloth case.

A remarkably fresh copy of Disteli’s first published work that was clearly influenced by Grandville, and stylisticly
close to the satirical drawings and illustrations by the German Romantic writer-draughtsman E.T.H. Hoffmann.

Disteli (1802-1844) ‘was trained first in
Switzerland and then in Germany.
Returning to Olten in 1823 he decided on
an artistic career. In 1825 he visited
Munich; German art, particularly the works
of Peter Cornelius and Moritz Retzsch, was
an important influence on the extremely
linear style of his graphic work, which is
also reminiscent of John Flaxman. In 1829
he published his first series of etchings,
Umrisse zu A. E. Fröhlichs Fabeln, based
on the animal characters of the French
caricaturist J.-J. Grandville. From this time
on his works satirized the power of the
aristocracy and the clergy, in particular the
Jesuits. The liberal movement, which
infiltrated numerous Swiss cantons
immediately after the July Revolution of
1830 in France, pushed Disteli towards a
military career. At the same time he
supplied drawings - animal caricatures and
also scenes from Swiss history, both ancient and modern - to various Swiss republican almanacs and journals (e.g.
Alpenrosen: Ein Taschenbuch, 1830-39; Züricher Kalender von David Bürkli, 1833-7).’ [Grove Art]

Rümann 328; Thieme-Becker vol. IX, p. 331; OCLC records copies at the Getty, at Princeton, the Bavarian State
Library in Munich, University of Frankfurt and Rice University.

26. GRUEBER, Herbert Appold. EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL HOUSE OF GUELPH (FROM
GEORGE I. TO WILLIAM IV.) Under the Patronage of Her Majesty the Queen. Illustrated with Twenty
Collotype Plates after the Originals. [London]: The New Gallery Regent Street, 1891. £ 150

Large 4to, pp. xii, 288, title printed in red and black; 20 collotype plates; preliminaries lightly foxed; contemporary blue half morocco
with square corner pieces, spine decorated and lettered in gilt, gilt top, other edges uncut; preserving original printed wrappers; endpapers
slightly foxed.

The exhibition included a wide representation of the reigns of the
four George’s and William IV. 2,196 paintings, autographs, silver,
porcelain, sculpture, furniture, including such relics as Johnson’s
desk, Handel’s harpsichord and Nelson’s chair from the H.M.S.
Victory, a small selection of Strawberry Hill artefacts, in fact the
whole gamut of the eighteenth century was put on show in what
is possibly the first exhibition to re-evaluate the Eighteenth
Century and Regency Period.

This ponderous catalogue was written mainly by Grueber (1846-
1927) then keeper of Coins and Medals at the British Museum
with the help of G. Scharf who had recently retired as keeper of
the National Portrait Gallery.

Punch recorded a skit on the proportions of this catalogue,
unusual then and but all too common today:- ‘big enough for the
London Directory! Think I’m going to drag a thing like that about
the place?’

This copy, handsomely bound, was probably ‘neatly done up’ for
presentation.
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27. H. PANDER & ZONEN. MEUBELFABRIKANTEN - HOFLEVERANCIERS [cover title]. The
Hague, Filiaal Amsterdam, [c.1912]. £ 200

Oblong 4to, ff. [i], printed in red and black and 17 colour plates
reproducing watercolours; mounted on stiff cardboard lettered in gilt
and surrounded by gilt fillets; original printed boards, chord-bound as
issued; minimally rubbed.
The plates show entire rooms with mainly reproduction
furniture based on late 18th-century Dutch designs, with
just a few details of ‘Edwardian’ influence.

Pander and Zonen (founded in 1863) was based in
Amsterdam, they also provided furniture to the court and
it was their Hague branch who issued this splendid
catalogue. The company is today better remembered for
manufacturing aircraft, as Harmen Pander brought up a
bankrupt aircraft manufacturer and produced a number of
aeroplanes between 1924 to 1933.

Not in OCLC.

28. HAAS, Carl [editor]. KAISERLICHE KÖNIGLICHE BILDER-
GALLERIE IM BELVEDERE ZU WIEN. Nach den Zeichnungen des k.
k. Hofmahlers Sigm. v. Perger in Kupfer gestochen von verschiedenen
Künstlern. Nebst Erklärungen in artistischer und historischer Hinsicht.
Vienna, Carl Haas, 1821-28.                                                             £ 850

4 vols., 4to., pp. [viii], 240 engraved plates, each accompanied by 2 text leaves, one in German,
one in French; occasional light spotting to a few plates; later half red pebble-grained morocco,
spine lettered in gilt, top edge gilt.

This impressive highly illustrated catalogue of old master paintings in the
Belvedere in Vienna appeared in 60 parts, each with four plates and descriptive
texts in both German and French. A monumental documentation of one of the
finest collections of paintings, still in the original building.

Books on Art, p. 1573; Graesse III, 14.

29. HERBST, René. NOUVELLES DEVANTURES ET AGENCEMENTS DE MAGASINS
PARISIENS. Troisieme Serie. Paris: Editions d’Art, Charles Moreau, [1927]. £ 1,100

Oblong folio, pp. [viii], 54 half-tone plates and two full-page illustrations in the text, title printed in brown and black; loose as issued in
the original decorated boards, upper cover with the title in black, brown, white and grey; cloth spine, cotton ties; a little soiled and worn,
spine tearing at the head and foot.

The third series of designs for shop fronts collected and illustrated by Herbst following his influential work on the
shop designs of the Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs held at Paris in 1925, the exhibition which promoted art
deco to become the dominant style for the rest of the 1920s in France.

Herbst’s stated intention is to offer ‘un choix aussi
éclectique que possible’. To this end he features a wide
range of interior and exterior views of commercial
premises by some of the most notable designers of the
day, including Robert Mallet-Stevens, Alexandre
Renaud, Eric Bagge and, of course Herbst himself. This
volume contains some truly spectacular designs in very
good photos, such as the illuminated roof over the
entrance and shop windows of the Galeries Lafayette by
Chanut, the publisher Charles Moreau’s stand at the
Salon des Artistes décorateurs by Kodjak, the Alfa Romeo
showroom and shop front by Mallet-Stevens, and
several fashionable bars.

René Herbst studied architecture in London and
Frankfurt from 1908. After finishing his studies, René
Herbst travelled extensively in Russia and Italy but by
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1919 René Herbst was again in Paris, where he started working as a furniture designer and interior decorator. He
founded the Établissements René Herbst to produce his own designs. René Herbst is remembered today chiefly for
his design of the revolutionary and functional ‘Chaise Sandows’ seat furniture with the frames constructed from
nickel-plated tubular steel; the seat and back was made of rubber strips stretched and fastened to the frame by
hooks at the end. In 1930 René Herbst joined Robert Mallet-Stevens, Francis Jourdain, and others in founding the
Union des Artistes Modernes (UAM); a group of artists and designers committed to Modernism founded as a
counter-movement to what they felt were the overloaded decorations of Art Déco.

30. HILL, David Octavius. SKETCHES OF SCENERY IN PERTHSHIRE, Drawn from Nature &
on Stone Perth: Published by Thos. Hill, and sold by W. Blackwood, Edinbr. & Martin & Ackermann,
London and printed by J. Robertson, Edinbr. [1821-1823]. £ 5,500

FIRST EDITION. Six parts, oblong folio 500 × 300 mm. 30 lithograph plates parts 1-3 printed by J. Robertson, Edinburgh;
parts 4-6 printed by Hullmandel; stitched as issued in original buff wrappers; preserved in a modern green cloth, folder, upper with gilt
morocco label. Provenance: James Drummond M.P. (1767-1851) later 8th Viscount Strathallan and thence by decent through the
Earls of Perth.

A fine copy of D.O. Hill’s early lithographic views of Perthshire in their original condition, a work that presaged his
connection with Robert Adamson in photography.

‘While still a teenager Hill
applied the new technique of
lithography to producing Thirty
Sketches of Scenery in Perthshire,
Drawn from Nature and on Stone,
which was issued in six parts
between 1821 and 1823 by his
brother Alexander Hill, a
publisher and printseller in
Edinburgh. He went to study in
Edinburgh at the Trustees’
Academy School of Design
under Andrew Wilson, a
landscape painter and well-
known art connoisseur.
Although Hill inserted into his
works depicting illustrating the

manners of the Scottish peasantry, it was the subtle strength of his landscape paintings on which he rapidly built his
reputation. These landscapes were admirably suited to engraving, the early nineteenth century’s most influential
development in the distribution of images, and many of his paintings are best-known through the engravings made
from them; he had more works engraved than any other Scottish artist.’ [ODNB].

This copy was originally owned by James Drummond M.P. for Perth, who may well have been instrumental in
supporting the publication of Hill’s work. The Drummond’s as Earls of Perth, having sided with the Jacobites, lost
their titles in 1716 but through the visitudes of time, marriage and influence eventually regained their hereditary
privileges in 1853. James Andrew John Laurence Charles Drummond, 8th Viscount Strathallan (24 March 1767-14
May 1851), to give him his full title, was by an Act of Parliament in 1824, the first of the family to begin recovering
the lost Perth titles.

The plates include - [Part 1] Scone Palace, Bridge of Earn, Dunkeld, Dunblane Cathedral, Perth from Kinnoull
Church - [Part 2] Fall on the Turret near Ochtertyre, Kenmore, Killin, View on the Tay, Elcho Castle, Kinnoull
Cliff, Seggieden, Strathearn near Comrie - [Part 3] Taymouth Castle, Grandtully Castle, Killin from the Macnab’s
Burying Ground, Perth from the South, Falls of Moness - [Part 4] Loch Tummel, Fall of Tummel, Upper Fall of
Bruar, The Vale of Atholl from the Vale of Atholl Farm of St Columba, The Pass of Killiecrankie - [Part 5] Athol
House, View on the Tummel with Faskally, Castle Campbell, Perth, seen from Barnhill, Vale of the Garry, Atholl,
scene of the Battle of Killiecrankie - [Part 6] Ochtertyre, The River Tay from the Western Part of Kinnoull Cliff,
Murthly Castle, Doune Castle, Craig Hall.

Abbey Scenery 509.

31. [JOMBERT, Claude and others.] VALUABLE SECRETS CONCERNING ARTS AND
TRADES: or, Approved directions from the best artists. For the various methods of engraving on brass,
copper, or steel. Of the composition of metals. Of the composition of varnishes. … Of the confectionery
business. The art of preparing snuffs, &c. Of taking out spots and stains. Art of fishing, birdcatching, &c.
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and subjects curious, entertaining, and useful. Containing upwards of one thousand approved receipts
relative to arts and trades. London: Printed for J. Barker, Russell-Court, Drury-Lane; J. Cattermoul, No.
376, Oxford-Street, and J. Parsons, Pasternoster-Row, [1790?]. £ 850

12mo, pp. vi, [2], 351, [1]; Neatly bound in modern calf backed marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt; with a contemporary signature
on title of E. Anson.

First English translation of Secrets concernant les arts et métiers, a well known and
popular technical encyclopaedia, listing several hundred procedures,
preparations and recipes related to both culinary and fine arts.  published at .

First published in Paris in 1716 with successive, much altered and expanded
editions, issued in 1721 and 1790 this anonymous English translation took
the best elements of the French work best suited to appeal to British taste.

The eighteen chapters cover the subjects of the art of engraving; metals;
compositions of varnishes; ‘mastichs’, cements, sealing-wax; glass
manufactory and French paste; colours and painting; preparations of colours;
preparation of lapis lazuli; gilding; dying woods, bones etc.; casting moulds;
secrets of making inks; secrets relative to wine; vinegar; liquors and essential
oils; secrets to the confectionery business; summer ‘compottes’; snuff;
taking out spots and stains; the art of fishing and bird catching; and finally a
chapter of ‘Secrets entertaining and useful’.

The recipes are certainly very varied and include such everyday needs as ‘To
break and iron bar as big as the arm’ ‘To dissolve gold in your naked hand’
‘A strong glue with soft cheese’ ‘To whiten imperfect diamonds’ ‘A good
method of tinning glass globes’ ‘To make a wine turn black’ ‘To make a good
currant jelly’ ‘To make meringues’ ‘To take off carriage grease from clothes’
‘To prevent burning one’s fingers in melted lead.’

Considering the source of the text the preface is wonderfully disingenuous
‘The real Arts and Trades of Britain, if we judge of them without prejudice, are equitably worthy of public esteem;
while those foreign productions, which are grounded on the vices and opinions of designing en, and daily growing
among us, deserve a speedy check in their progress in society.’ however the last paragraph admits that ‘the following
Secrets and receipts spring from the first artists in France, Italy, and Germany, are translated from the French… .’

See Ferguson, Bibliographical Notes on Histories of Inventions and Books of Secrets, Supplement III, p. 57, no. 91.

THE BIRTH OF ‘VIDEO ART’?

32. KENT, William and David ‘Dave’ Taylor JONES. THE PHILISTINE TRAVELLER.
COMPLETE SCORE. A Slide Opera by Dave Jones, pictures and poems & William Kent, music and
dialogue for Kodachrome Slides and Tape recorder. With an Appendix: 13 Articles commissioned for this
Published Score by the Authors, from 6 Internationally Known critics who discuss & analyze Various
Aspects of The Traveller. Arranged & Composed by William Kent. Philistine Press, 1138 Chapel St. New
Haven, CT. January through July 1954. £ 500

COPY ‘NO. 1’ OF 10 SPECIAL COPIES ‘Contain[ing] Original Sketches by Dave Jones for the Original Paintings; pages of
original Mss. of the Music by William Kent’ from a total edition of 1000. This copy ‘For Nelson and Virginia Dunford.’310 × 275.
ff. 105; 107; lithograph illustrations in coloured inks on various coloured paper; comb bound in matted grass with herring-bone cloth
backstrips and ties; contained in original printed and decorated card box.

A rare and unusual proto ‘Video Art’ publication.

The author and composer worked together an amalgam of a life of Davy Crocket, nineteenth century American
history interspersed with biblical texts. The intention which they seem to have demonstrated in at least one live
performance in 1953, was the interaction between the text, a LP record and a series of photographic slides used in
conjunction to form a unique art work.

Kent was one of the United States’ most innovative printmakers, working in the unique medium of the slate print,
that is, the engraving of images onto slate blackboards to produce lithographic prints. Working this medium since
the 1950’s, he created ‘broadside commentaries’ on contemporary political events, such as D.A.R. censors in
indignant postures, and gathering KKK lynch mobs.
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The reason for this limited edition was to raise fund to manufacture the slides and the LP record, to accompany the
score. We believe that this was never achieved and are not sure if the projected 1000 copies of the score were ever
actually printed.

William Kent was born in 1919 at Kansas City, Missouri, He studied at North-western University, Evanston in 1944
and at Yale University School of Music, from 1944 to 1947 where he studied Music Theory and Composition with
Paul Hindemith. from 1960 to 1965 he was curator of the John Slade Ely House Art Center, New Haven, and
Founder & Secretary of Professional Artist of Connecticut from 1962 to 1965. In 1965 a review of one of Kent’s
shows in the New York Times, featuring satirical works by Kent based on Greek erotic vase paintings, triggered a
scandal in New Haven in which he was accused by the trustees of the Ely House of being a “pornographer” and
summarily dismissed from his curatorial post. from that time he devoted his time to wood sculpture.

Dave Taylor is more of an enigma and we have been unable to pinpoint any other works by him, or details of his
career; and it is quite possible that is Kent using a nom de plume.

33. [KINGSLEY Henry George & HERBERT, George , 13th Earl of Pembroke] SOUTH SEA
BUBBLES. By the Earl and the Doctor. London: Richard Bentley and Son 1872. £ 175

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 312; contemporary red half morocco, spine
lettered in gilt, bookplate of ‘Woburn Abbey 1873’

Something of a vanity publication, the work nevertheless gives an
accurate idea of sailing through the South Pacific islands.

Kingley, an author like his more famous brother Charles, was for
almost three years the travelling companion of the earl through
Australia, New Zealand and finally a cruise in the Pacific. They were
probably the first to take a voyage purely for pleasure, although a note
recounts a previous tourist attempt curtailed by being eaten.

Herbert purchased a coasting schooner at Auckland and sailed to
Tahiti, Moorea, Huahine, Raiatea, Taha, Bora Bora, Rarotonga,
Samoa, before getting shipwrecked on a coral reef. Struggling ashore
they camped beside an ‘old native “Marai” or place of sacrifice,
formed of big flat coral-stones… The height of the chained posts on
each side tells very plainly what has been hung to cook there. A most
villainous hole! And a nice place for a lot of shipwrecked mariners to
have within twenty yards of their camp… .’ (p. 241) They managed in
a few days to sail in their small boats to safety and by chance met a
steamer bound for Auckland.

Considering the hazardous escapade both authors each died relatively
young in their 40’s, this copy bound for Pembroke’s own use at
Woburn Abbey.
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34. KINSEY, Rev. William Morgan. PORTUGAL
ILLUSTRATED; IN A SERIES OF LETTERS … Embellished
with a map, plates of coins, vignettes and various engravings of
costumes, landscape scenery, &c. London: Treuttel, Würtz, and
Richter, 1829.
                                                                                                £750

FIRST EDITION. Large 8vo, pp. xxxvii [3] 500, [4]; engraved double-page map
and 31 engraved plates including an additional title, and 9 hand coloured aquatints
illustrating 36 costumes; wood-engraved text illustration; contemporary blue pebble
grain cloth, spine with label lettered in gilt.

‘In 1827 Kinsey made a tour in Portugal with the intention of making the
country better known to the English people. From his journals and a
series of letters written to his friend Thomas Haynes Bayly, as well as
from historical and other sources, Kinsey published Portugal Illustrated
(1828), an interesting account of the country, and well illustrated with
engravings by G. Cooke and Skelton from drawings chiefly made by a
companion during his tour. It was dedicated to Lord Auckland, to whom
Kinsey was chaplain, and a second edition appeared in 1829’ (DNB).

Abbey, Travel, 142; Colas 1613.

35. [KOUCHELEFF-BEZBORODKO]. CATALOGUE DE 43 TABLEAUX DE MAITRES
ANCIENS Provenant de la collection de M. le Comte Koucheleff Besborodko dont la vente aura lieu Le
Samedi 5 Juin 1869. Hotel Drouot, Halles Drouot, Salles Nos 8 & 9. Paris, [J. Clave] for the auctioneers,
1869. £ 350

8vo, pp. [iv], xvi, 85, [2] imprint; 15 finely etched plates; contemporary green morocco backed marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt;
hammer prices entered in ink.

A fine catalogue including works by Canaletto, Cuyp,
Van Dyck, Greuze, Murillo, Rembrandt, Ruysdael,
Teniers, Veronese, Wouverman, and other old
masters. The expert responsible for the descriptions
was Paul Durand-Ruel (1831-1922) saterised by
George Moore in his novel on the Anglo French art
world A Modern Lover as ‘Mr Bendish’.

Count Nikolai Alexandrovich Kushelev-Bezborodko
(1834-1862), who inherited the collection of the
‘irreplaceable’ secretary to Catherine the Great,
Alexander Bezborodko, left 275 paintings to the
Academy of Fine Arts on his death so that they
would ‘form a gallery that will be permanently open
to artists and the public.’ The collection was opened
to the public in 1863 as the ‘Kushelyev Gallery’ and
now forms part of the Hermitage collection.

Lugt 31353; OCLC locates only one copy, at the
Frick Museum.

36. [LADY, By a, ‘E.R.’]. GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY. Selected by a Lady, for the use of her
own children. Southampton, Printed and sold by T. Baker, for B. Law, Ave-Maria-Lane, Ludgate-Street.
1794. £ 1,250

SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, [v] contents, [1], 387, [1] errata; apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout; in
contemporary sheep, recently rebacked, spine ruled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, surface surface wear and rubbing to
extremities, otherwise a very good copy.

Rare second edition of this charming work on geography and history, ‘selected by a lady, for the use of her own
children’, only published, as she notes in her preface, after ‘an inconvenience from the manuscript; for though the
first sheets were purposely written in a large and distinct hand, I found they read them with a difficulty that retarded
their progress’ (p. v).
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‘We are in general too apt to under-rate the capacities of children; but I
believe experience will evince that they are just as capable of learning
something that may be useful (provided a proper method be taken to
render it agreeable to them) as they are of repeating the little tales that
are frequently told them for their amusement; and as Geography and
History enlarge the mind more than any other studies, they cannot be
begun too early’ (p. vi).

The work, set out over 105 sections, provides a wealth of information
and the compiler is evidently a lady of some learning, perhaps a school
teacher. As well as detailed information major countries, there are also
sections on ‘The Voyages that have been made round the World’,
‘Solutions of problems by the terrestrial globe’, ‘A table shewing nearly
the whole race of mankind computed to be now in the known world’
(calculated as approaching 1 billion), and concluding with ‘Tables of
men of learning and genius’ among the ancients, in Great Britain and
throughout Europe. A section also covers ‘New Discoveries’, including
the Sandwich Islands, noting that ‘this noble group was the last
discovery of Captain Cook … where that celebrated navigator
terminated his services to mankind, and his life, falling a sacrifice to the
momentary fury of a nameless savage’ (p. 264)

We have been unable to find any further information on the compiler,
‘E.R.’. The dedication (dated February 20, 1794) to ‘The Rev. Mr.
Gilpin, of Vicar’s-Hill in New Forest’, coupled with the Southampton
imprint, perhaps indicates she lived in Hampshire. The first edit  , ion
appeared in London in 1790.

ESTC records four copies, at the BL, NLS, Bodleian and Liverpool, OCLC adds one further copy, at Indiana;
ESTC records two copies of the first edition, at the BL and Glasgow.

37. LANGDON, William B. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF THE CHINESE
COLLECTION NOW EXHIBITING AT ST. GEORGE’S PLACE, HYDE PARK CORNER; with
condensed accounts of the Genius, Government, History, Literature, Agriculture, Arts, Trade, Manners,
Customs and Social Life of People of the
Celestial Empire. London, Printed for the
Proprietor, 1844.                                   £ 185

‘NINTH ENGLISH EDITION.’ 8vo, pp. x, [11]-
163, [1] blank, errata slip;16 wood-engraved plates;
publisher’s olive blind-stamped cloth, lettered gilt on the
upper cover.

The first ever Chinese exhibition of a collection
formed by Nathan Dunn, a tea merchant in China
for 12 years. It was exhibited first in Philadelphia
and from 1841 in London. Naturally, Langdon
became curator of his Chinese Collection, an
assemblage of artefacts and pictures that sought
to illustrate every aspect of Chinese life. This
accompanying book served as some sort of crash
course in Chinese studies.

Altick pp. 292-294.

38. LANGLEY, Batty. THE LONDON PRICES OF BRICKLAYERS MATERIALS AND
WORKS, Both Of New Buildings and Repairs, Justly Ascertained: And The Common Exactions and
Abuses therein Detected Interspersed with Rules for Estimating, Performing and Measuring all Kinds of
Plain, Circular, Elliptical, Gothick, Spherical, Spheroidical, Conical and Pyramidical Brick-Works: wherein
The Abutments of all Sorts of Arches, And the Manner of Building Brick-Flooring for the prevention of
Fire, is clearly explained. The Whole Arithmetically and Geometrically Demonstrated. With a great Variety
of Designs for Plain and Rusticated Piers, for Gates, Piazzas, &c. Written for the Use of Gentlemen,
Stewards and Workmen in General, and particularly for such Landlords and Tenants who are subject to
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the Repairs of Buildings. By Batty Langley, Architect. London: Printed for Archimedes Langley, in
Meard’s-Court, Dean-street, Soho. 1748. £ 1,850

FIRST EDITION, SECOND ISSUE. 8vo, pp. [2], xvii, [i], 389, [1]; 32 engraved plates; contemporary sprinkled calf, rebacked
preserving original decorated spine, gilt, red label lettered in gilt, sprinkled edges.

An uncommon late work by Langley ‘to ascertain Honest Prices for Materials and Workmanship in all the several
Businesses of building…’

In and amongst much calculation for materials are warnings to customers of sharp practice; the book being partly
devoted to prices and quality of materials and partly to the various ‘trick of the trade.’ Langley is at pains to avid his
readers in urn the cost of any project and prevent ‘Contest at laws, Disputes,
&c. between Gentlemen and Workmen, without Injury to either Party… .’

Langley describes several cases of fraud and mismanagement; ‘witness that
intended stupendous Building, began years ago, at the Expense of some
thousands, at Carshalton, in Surrey, under the direction of the late Mr. Leon,
since discontinued and dormant in Ruin. Had such a Work as this been extant,
before that worthy gentleman its owner began it, he, by being hereby enabled
to estimate, would have seen the great Expense he was going to plunge himself
into, and consequently would not have entered into it, by advice or means
whatsoever.’ (p. xi) As Giacomo Leon had died in 1746, Langley probably felt
he was a fair target, likewise another to cause his ire was Edward Shepherd,
also recently deceased, ‘I well remember, that the late truly noble-spirited Duke
of Chandos, to whom I had the honour of being known, assured me, that the
greatest Part of his buildings at his Grace’s Seat at cannons near
Edgware…cost his grace considerably more than double the sums proposed
by his Surveyor and Workmen. And that the Offices, &c. to his Graces’ House
in Cavendish-Square before they were began was proposed by Mr. S--p--d to
be built at 600l, which when finished, measured and valued, amounted to
1800l.’

Today the most useful part of the book are not the just calculations but the
various costs of materials and how sharp practice was inflicted on the unwary:
‘The Prime Cost of Grey stock Bricks… if picked from the Kiln. so as to have them all the best Colour, as nearly as
can be chosen, then their Price is from 20 to 22s per Thousand.’ or ‘Tops of Chimneys being wholly exposed are
sooner affected by driving Rains &c. than any other Brickwork, and especially when the greedy Bricklayer don’t
allow Lime and Labour to make the Mortar good; they, for the general Part of them, having a very great Regard to
the following Proverb, viz. That the Decay of Work is the life of their trade.’

The work was first issued under a less commercial title Exaction detected; or, The prices of bricklayers matarials [sic] the
preceding  year.

Harris 457.

39. [LE MARCHANT, John.] RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR THE SWORD EXERCISE
OF THE CAVALRY, London, Printed for the War Office and Sold by T. Egerton, 1796. £ 800

PRINTED ON THICK PAPER. 8vo, pp. xii, 98, [2] advertisement; 28 engraved
folding plates, 1 folding plan, by S. J. Neele after drawings by P. Carey, Coronet of the
16th Light Dragoons, (numbered 1-29), contemporary tree calf gilt (expertly rebacked
with the orignial spine), inscribed on front free-endpaper ‘G. Hewitt’ [see note]

Major-General John Gaspard Le Marchant (1766-1812) was one of the
finest British cavalry commanders of his generation.

‘In 1795-6 he designed, in collaboration with the Birmingham sword cutler
Henry Osborn, a new cavalry sabre, which was adopted for the light
cavalry. In 1796 his treatise of instruction in mounted swordsmanship was
adopted by the army as part of its official regulations The Rules and
Regulations of the Sword Exercise of the Cavalry. The sword exercise became
quite celebrated, the elderly king, George III, became familiar with it, and
country lanes abounded with small boys practising the cuts with sticks. Le
Marchant toured Britain teaching cadres, drawn from both regular and
yeomanry cavalry units, his system of swordsmanship; his methods were practical and painstaking and he was
himself a superb mounted swordsman. [Wikipedia]
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A glance at the plates reveals them to be the source of Rowlandson’s Hungarian Broadsword.  This copy probably
belonged to General Sir George Hewett (1750-1840) who fought in the Napoleonic wars before becoming
Commander-in-Chief in India and then Commander-in-Chief in Ireland.

40. LEPRINCE, Auguste-Xavier. INCONVÉNIENS D’UN VOYAGE EN DILIGENCE, Douze
tableaux, Lithographiés par M. Xavier Leprince. Paris: Sazerac et Duval, Éditeurs, Passage de l’Opera,
Escalier A. 1826. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. Oblong folio, 280 × 365 mm; 12 hand coloured lithograph by Englemann and Langlumé. original printed upper
wrapper, repaired, preserved in a modern cloth portfolio, upper cover with a red label lettered in gilt.

This series of plates depict, with enormous scope for humour, the inconvenience of stagecoach travel.

The first hurdle was the getting of agood seat but still being courteous to the ladies, other hazards Leprince depicted
include that eternal fear of seeing the stagecoach recede from view just as you arrive to catch it, followed in turn by
the all too familiar distress or interruptions of broken down vehicles, bad inns, travel sickness, getting stuck in mud,
overturned carriages, problems with passports, being fleeced by highwaymen, then fleeced again by customs and the
relief of disembarkation.

The series of plates is titled as follows:- 1. Comment j’ai perdu mon…coin? 2. Quand en n’a pas de memoire, il
avoir des jambes. 3. La côie et la pluie, que c’est romantique. 4. Plaisantez vous? nous sommesa jeun depuis avant
hier.5. Cruels effets d’une digestion interrompue. 6. Dévouement forcé. 7. Pauvre bibi !! j’en mourrai …peut etre. 8.
Voila ce que c’est que de ne pas mettre en régle. 9. Allons! Allons! Il faut partir. 10. Le courage à l’Epreuve. 11. Les
amusements des gentils douaniers. 12. Les douceurs du Retour.

Auguste-Xavier Leprince (1799-1826) ‘French painter and lithographer. He was the son and pupil of the painter and
lithographer Anne-Pierre Leprince and the elder brother of the painters Robert-Léopold Leprince (1800–47) and
Gustave Leprince (1810–37). Leprince received a medal at his first Salon of 1819 for one of six entries, five of
which were landscapes of 17th-century Dutch inspiration, which came possibly via the work of Jean-Louis
Demarne. Leprince quickly learnt to vary the contents of his paintings: at the Salon of 1822 his entries included
three Paris street scenes, three portraits and two scenes on board a frigate. His numerous Paris street scenes usually
depicted some well-known contemporary event, as in the Restoration of the Barrière du Trône (Paris, Carnavalet), which
is one of a series. The Embarkation of the Animals at the Port of Honfleur (1823; Paris, Louvre) shows the successful
application of Leprince’s interest in R. P. Bonington, not only in its composition and content but also in its direct
observation. The painting was purchased by Louis XVIII at the highly competitive Salon of 1824. Also reminiscent
of Bonington is the small-scale contemporary history painting, The Ordination (1825; Angoulême, Mus. Mun.), again
one of a series. In the last year of his short life Leprince showed himself to be a sensitive watercolour painter and
lithographer, publishing a set of 12 lithographs entitled Inconveniences of a Journey by Stage-coach’. (Grove Art)

Beraldi: Les Graveurs du XIXe siècle (Paris, 1885–92) vol ix p. 147 No. 6; Lipperheide 3658.
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41. [LOCAL LIBRARY] A HISTORY OF USEFUL ARTS AND MANUFACTURES. Dublin:
Printed by Christopher Bentham, 19 Eustace-Street [1822]. £ 675

12mo, pp. 180; woodcut frontispiece, plates and head-and tailpieces; dark green morocco, gilt, gilt edges by Ramage, lettered on upper
cover and spine; armorial book plate of Thomas W. Freston and inscribed ‘From The Miss Freston’s Library. The gift of Miss
Milligan, August 8th 1824.’ ‘Edgeworth House.’

Including chapters on Ship Building, Iron, Gold, Silver, Copper, Tin, Lead, and Coal illustrated with illustrations of
a ship in full sale, a blacksmith and the constructed bridge over the Menai Straits; the work was just the sort of
publication thought suitable for ‘bettering
the poor.’

A long inscription on the front endpapers
explains that this copy once formed part of a
small lending library in Edgeworth in
Gloucestershire, Edgeworth, an isolated rural
parish lying between the valleys of the river
Frome and Holybrooke. The Parish had a
population numbering about 80 people in
the 1820s and Miss Freston probably kept
up the library in the rectory. Her father, the
Rev. Anthony Freston (1757–1819), was a
minor, but well read author on mainly
theological subjects. ‘Freston’s sermons
showed possible evidence of evangelical
influence, and strongly reflected the
contemporary concern that the teaching of
the established church should support civil
obedience and duty.’ (ODNB).

Doubtless the Rev. Freston started a library for his local community, his daughters and a son, Thomas who assisted
a new rector from 1820, continued the library after Freston’s death; The gift of the work was from Miss Milligan as
sister of Col. Milligan who lived at the Edgeworth Manor House.

42. MAYNARD, Henry N. THE VIADUCT WORKS’ HANDBOOK; being a collection of
examples from actual practice of Viaducts, bridges, Roofs, and other structures in iron; together with
tables of prices, weights, and other information useful to engineers in designing and estimating wrought
and cast-iron work. London: E. and F.N. Spon, 48 Charing Cross 1868. £ 450

8vo, pp. 108; folding tinted lithograph frontispiece, 12 wood engraved plates included within the pagination and several wood engraved
text illustrations; original bevelled and decorated brown cloth, upper cover and spine lettered in gilt, spine slightly sunned with some
chipping to head and foot.

Maynard was manager of the Viaduct Works,
situated under the Crumlin Viaduct at
Monmouthshire, Wales which it had
constructed in 1857.

It would appear that the Scottish civil
engineer Thomas W. Kennard may have
provided material as he both worked with
Maynard and designed the Crumlin viaduct
that is discussed at length in the publication.
The viaduct was hailed as ‘one of the most
significant examples of technological
achievement during the Industrial
Revolution.’

Several other imposing feats of Victorian
engineering, jetties, piers, roofs etc. are

provided with detailed specifications and costing and the publication can be seen as both a work of instruction and
an advertisement for the writer and his company. Kennard’s duplex riveting machine and other such inventions are
introduced into the text together with illustrations of many of their larger engineering triumphs including Blackfriers
Bridge in London and Murray Bridge in South Australia.
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43. [MORRISON, Alfred collector &] HOLLOWAY, Marseille.
THE COLLECTION OF ENGRAVINGS, formed beteen the years
1860-68 by Alfred Morrison. Annotated Catalogue and index of
portraits. Privately Printed [London: Holloway and Son, 25 Bedford
Street, Strand] 1868.                                                                       £ 120

LIMITED EDITION, ONE OF 100 COPIES. Large 8vo, pp. [4], 400; original red
morocco, spine lettered in gilt, worn at extremities (see note).

Alfred Morrison (1821-1897) devoted his life to autograph and art collecting.
In a remarkably short time he brought together a fine collections of prints
almost three thousand of which are tabulated in this work, that he kept at
home at Fonthill. Strong on old masters and British examples the collection
was broken up through Sotheby and Christie sales between 1897 and 1908.

The binding has all the marks of being in a fire at sometime, some smoke-
damage to the endpapers and the morocco dented in places. We are aware of
another such copy in the same condition and can only surmise that a stock of
the publication was damaged in this way prior to presentation.

44. MOSES, Henry. A SERIES OF TWENTY-NINE DESIGNS of Modern Costume … [wrapper
title]. London, E. and C. M’Lean, 1823. £ 200

LARGE PAPER COPY. 4to (30 x 23.4 cm), 29 engraved plates with wide margins; a little foxed; modern sheep backed marbled
boards; engraved title with vignette cut out and pasted down inside front cover, original printed wrapper title pasted onto front cover.

Most of the plates represent the fashion of the Regency high society, often set in elegant interiors and reclining on
Thomas Hope furniture.

‘The exquisite engravings in Modern Costume have had no greater
admirer than Sacheverell Sitwell who described them as “superior,
even, to the plates with which the work of … Percier and Fontaine
are illustrated”, observing that the collection epitomises the age of
Regency and finally making the extravagant claim that: “it is
probable indeed that these are the finest and neatest engravings
that have ever made their appearance between the covers of a
book.”’ [David Watkin: Thomas Hope 1968, p.52].

Henry Moses (1782-1870) was a sought-after draughtsman and
engraver, who produced several engraved work in outline. He
skilfully populates his designs with elegant figures capturing well
the grace and social interactions of the period.

Colas p. 775; Hiler p. 633 (the issue published by H. Setchel); Lipperheide Gca 29 (no title or wrappers).

45. [MOTOR CAR]. PANHARD & LEVASSOR. Paris, 19 Avenue D’Ivry 1914. £ 2,500

Oblong folio [330 × 460mm.] Title and coloured plates, and a plate of chassis and engine blocks; original blind-stamped cream boards
upper cover with gilt metal company logo; damp-staining but not affecting plates.

A beautiful series of prints illustrating pre-First War motor cars.

The six prints of depict:-
1) Coupé 4 pl. Coduite Intre.
2) Deux Baquets
3) Coupé de Avant Torpedo
4) Torpedo
5) Limousine.
6) Double Coupé Conduite Intre.
7) Skif Torpedo

Panhard et Levassor was established as a car
manufacturing concern in about 1890 by René Panhard
and Emile Levassor, who had decided to move from
making woodworking machines to motor cars. Their
first car used a Daimler engine and was offered in 1890.
They pioneered the ‘Systeme Panhard’, which consisted
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of four wheels, a front-mounted engine with rear wheel drive, and a sliding-gear transmission, and was to become
the standard layout for automobiles for most of the next century.

Arthur Krebs succeeded Levassor as Panhard-Levassor’s General Manager from 1897 to 1916, and turned the
Panhard-Levassor Company into one of the largest and profitable manufacturer of motor cars before WWI.

46. NORTHCOTE, James. ONE
HUNDRED FABLES, ORIGINAL AND
SELECTED, London, Geo. Lawford,
1828.                                                 £ 85

8vo, pp. [4], iii, [i] 272; red & black printed title,
with wood-engraved vignettes and numerous vignettes
by Nesbit and others, pp. 123-26 with old closed tears
no affecting the vignettes polished half calf gilt,

An attractive copy of a very lively illustrated
edition.

Northcote is more famous for his life of
Reynolds and conversations with Hazlitt than
his clever art. The fables are a small
masterpiece of wood engraving, which are as
delightfully idiosyncratic as their author/artist

Timm & Bodemann, Katalog illustrierter
Fabelausgaben, 262.1.

47. [PADDINGTON STATION]. TODD, J.S. GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY. THE FUTURE
OF PADDINGTON STATION. London, GWR, September 1928. £ 1,250

Small folio, typescript, ff. [ii], 52, 1 mounted photograph, 14 folding plans and architectural elevations (some coloured) and 1 folding
table. original cloth, upper cover with tile in gilt with this copy designated to the ‘Chief Goods Manager.’

Todd of the Chief Engineer’s Dept. of the Great Western Railway was commissioned to prepare this report by Felix
Pole, Chairman of the Company. Todd envisaged radical changes to the whole Paddington site.

Some of the most sweeping changes involved the transforming of the terminus into an ‘end-on’ as against a ‘side’
station by extending the platforms into the Lawn and building new offices and passenger facilities along Praed
Street. The hotel was to be demolished and rebuilt on Westbourne Terrace; handsome coloured elevations by the
architects, Henry Tanner of Hanover Square, have been included.

Furthermore, Todd proposed to
replace Brunel’s original station
roof and discusses three
alternative strategies. One of
these was to provide a combined
station covering and aerodrome
‘in view of anticipated
developments in aerial transport
affecting railways’. Todd
discussed this proposal with Sir
Sefton Brancker, Director of
Civil Aviation at the Air Ministry
and Brancker’s ‘Memorandum
on future establishment of
aerodrome in the inner area of
London’ is included. However,
the proposal favoured by Todd
himself was the extension of the
existing roof and the replacing of
the Brunel spans in reinforced
concrete to match the existing outline. Other, less startling developments included the reconstruction of the
overground Metropolitan line as a tube line and the demolition of Royal Oak and Bishop’s Road stations,
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rearrangement of the track layout to provide more platforms and greater flexibility, new junctions for the
underground railways and various subways.

Luckily, the slump of the 1920s was taking hold and none of Todd’s bold plans were realised. Instead, during the
1930s, a modest modernisation of the track layout and the rebuilding of the suburban station took place together
with the extension of the existing hotel and the provision of a new office building (1933 by P.G.Culverhouse).

An item of the greatest rarity, existing in a handful of copies. Ottley lists a copy in the PRO, presumably part of the
GWR’s own archive.

Together with a 1947 report Notes on the proposed Reconstruction of Paddington Station which dusted off the 1928 report
but this time the advent of the Motor car was threatening the Paddington site. Nationalisation of the railways seems
to have stopped this less destructive plan; also a large plan of the Paddington site and a volume of Statistical Data
with observations passenger flow time taken to buy a ticket ‘3rd Class’ at 28.8 seconds and ‘Time taken by Taxis to
arrive, unload and depart at 75.6 seconds.

48. [PARIS, John Ayrton] and George CRUIKSHANK. PHILOSOPHY IN SPORT, Made Science
in Ernest; Being an attempt to illustrate the first principles of Natural Philosophy by the aid of Popular
Toys and Sports. In Three Volumes. London: Printed for Longman, Rees, Ormes, Brown, and Green,
Paternoster-Row. 1827. £ 600

FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 12mo; pp. xviii, 316; viii, 314, [2] advertisements; vi, 207, [1]; with all three half-titles;
numerous text illustrations by George Cruikshank; some light foxing and marginal dust-soiling; in the original paper-backed paste-
paper boards (Vol. I with contemporary paper repair); original paper labels on spine (with some minor chipping); light soiling to covers,
extremities and joints lightly bumped and worn; otherwise a good unsophisticated copy; preserved in a modern slip case; from the estate of
His Royal Highness the Prince Henry, Duke of Gloucester.

An attractive copy in the original paste-paper boards, of the first edition of this charming and popular children’s
guide to natural philosophy, with illustrations by George Cruikshank, here taking on the unusual role of scientific
illustrator, and containing the first germ of the motion picture idea, apart from much other interesting material on
games, sports, conjuring, scientific instruments.

One of the first, most
important, and the most
popular of the home toy-
making books, it includes the
first printed description of a
thaumatrope (p. 5 - 7 of Vol
III), a toy which, in its
reliance upon, and
demonstration of, the
principles of persistence of
vision, is recognised as an
important antecedent of
cinematography and in
particular of animation. Paris
is considered to be the
probable originator of this
toy, although some accredit
the design to Herschel -
nevertheless it is most certainly Paris who made the toy popular. The first of various toys based upon persistence of
vision, it was the simplest in design. On one side of a round board was drawn a bird; on the other was a cage. When
the board was held at the sides by two strings and spun, both images merged and the bird appeared to be in the
cage.

The object of this most appealing work, according to the preface was to ‘inculcate that early love of science which
can never be derived from the sterner productions. Youth is naturally addicted to amusement, and in this item his
expenditure too often exceeds his allotted income. I have, therefore, taken the liberty to draw a draft upon
Philosophy, with the full assurance that it will be gratefully repaid, with compound interest, ten years after date’ (p.
ix). Paris follows in the tradition of Jane Marcet and Maria Edgeworth the works dedicatee, and provides instruction
through a series of amusing dialogues and conversations, and in so doing introduces the reader to a basic
understanding of gravitation, motion, elasticity, pendulums, flight, sound and optics, all through the medium of toys
and games.

Halkett and Laing IV, p. 337; Cohn, George Cruikshank 626.
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49. [PARQUETRY]. DAMMAN & CO. PARQUETRY DESIGN. [London:] circa 1910. £ 285

Folding illustrated advertisement with 32 onlaid coloured a glazed printed sample designs
including two with advertisements and mounted on linen [41 x 36cm] ; and folding down
into original cloth folder, gilt; with inserted cost of materials and estimate sheet.

Damman & Co were well known in the Edwardian era for their instillation of
wooden flooring.

As the company’s introduction is at pains to point out ‘The enormous
advantage, hygienic, decorative and practical, of parquetry flooring have been
known on the continent, are at length becoming recognised in England, and in
all houses of any pretension whatever, it is now an absolutely necessary part of
the adornment and finishing of the interior.’

Damman also produced and advertised their patented plated parquet floor, ‘to
meet the wishes of a great number of people who do not care to remove the
existing floors.’ This economic form of floor was laid over the ordinary wood
floor and could be taken up by the owner on moving home.

50. PROSSER, Thomas N. A GUIDE TO THE ART OF MODELLING IN CARDBOARD, With
Illustrations. Coventry: Printed by Thomas Lees, Hertford Street. 1861. £ 550

12mo, pp. vi, [7]-50 [2] advertisement; 6 lithograph plates including a frontispiece; original sheep backed printed blue boards, spine
slightly abraded.

An unusual work, apparently unrecorded, describing the skills, materials
and techniques needed to build ever more advanced architectural models.

Prosser work is part a handbook and part sales booklet, apparently he
had been ‘induced at the solicitations of a few friends’ to write the work
but after the initial design the skill needed on further models is
increasingly advanced. The work has six sections each aimed at
developing the skills of the modeller - the first is a simple cottage
followed by Shakespeare’s’ birthplace; Milton’s House in Chalfont
Llandysilis Church Wales and finally the entrance to Warwick Castle.

Apparently Prosser was not well impressed by the models he saw at the
South Kensington Museum and thought he could make similar exhibits
both cheaper and better. Here Prosser neatly informs the reader that ‘this
little work will therefore contain all the directions necessary for the
novice, and the writer hopes that it may prove beneficial to all who feel
inclined to carry it out in earnest, it being so inexpensive. For instance,
the total cost of materials used in making a model of Shakspear’s [sic]
House, is not more than 1s., and the selling price, when finished, varying

from 12s 6d to 25s … and the time occupied being not more than eight to ten hours.’ Sufficient to ad that an advert
at the end of the work that neat cases with all the materials including dyed mosses and seaweed can be had at 12s 6d
or the contents of three for 25s.

Not in OCLC, COPAC or any other bibliography consulted..

51. PUGIN, Augustus Welby. AN
APOLOGY FOR THE REVIVAL OF
CHRISTIAN ARCHITECTURE IN
ENGLAND. London: John Weale,
1843.                                          £ 350

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [viii], 51, [1]
text partly printed in red and black, engraved
frontispiece and 9 plates; original green morroco-
backed ribbed cloth, spine lettered in gilt, gilt edges;
loose due to gutta percha binding disintegrating as
usual, spine rubbed.

Pugin announces the importance of the
English Catholic heritage, its recognition in
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the Gothic revival, and the ‘absurdity’ of the new pagan and neo-classical architecture, singling out for special attack
the new Bank of England and the New Royal Exchange. When considered against the background of the struggle
for Catholic emancipation, the occluded political nature of what is often merely taken for an architectural work
becomes apparent. The title and dedication are red and black printed, employing a neo-gothic script.

The text has mistakenly stated to have been adapted from a series of articles written for the Dublin Review, in 1841
and 1842

Fowler 268.

52. ROBINSON, Peter Frederick. DESIGNS. FOR ORNAMENTAL VILLAS. 2nd Edition.
London, Printed for James Carpenter and Son, 1827. £ 550

FIRST EDITION, SECOND ISSUE. 4to, pp. 8, [3]-4, 3, 4, 4, 3, 4, 2, 4, 3, 3, 2, 3, lithographic title with an interior view (in
collation) and 96 lithographic plates (17 on India), a few plates with foxing; otherwise well preserved in contemporary irregularly diced
calf, spine with raised bands, ruled and lettered in gilt, covers with gilt and blind-ruled fillets; a little rubbed.

This ‘second edition’ is actually a re-issue of the first edition sheets and plates; the only difference being the edition
statement added to the lithographic title and the
original imprint exchanged for Priestly & Weale
when issued in parts.

This pattern book on impressive rural retreats
became much sought after, and had to be reprinted
four times up to 1853. However by the time the
‘third edition’ was issued in 1836 under the Bohn
imprint the plates had seriously deteriorated.

‘The range of styles represented perhaps was the
most eclectic in British architectural literature to
date: Swiss, Greek, Palladian, Old English,
Castellated, “Ancient Manor House,” Modern
Italian, Anglo-Norman, Decorated (Gothic),
Elizabethan, “Ancient Timber Building,” and
Tuscan’ (Archer). As a practising architect
Robinson was responsible for the Egyptian Hall in
Piccadilly, ‘the first attempt to graft Egyptian
features on to an English building’ (Colvin, p. 827), developments in Leamington Spa in the 1820s, Park Estate in
Nottingham and building on the north side of Trafalgar Square.

Archer 293.1 (first issue); RIBA p. 864; see Priscilla Wrightson, The Small English House; Weinreb Catalogue 34 1977
no 220.

53. ROSENGARTEN, Albert [sometimes Albrecht]. DIE ARCHITEKTONISCHEN
STYLARTEN. Eine kurze, allgemeinfassliche Darstellung der characteristischen Verschiedenheiten der
architektonischen Stylarten. Zur richtigen Verwendung in der Kunst und Handwerk. Für Architekten,
Maler, Bildhauer, Stukatuere, Bauschulen, Baugewerkschulen, Bauhandwerker, Modellirer, Metallarbeiter
etc. etc., sowie zur Belehrung für gebildete Freunde der Kunst und Architektur. Braunschweig, Viehweg
und Sohn, 1857. £ 150

FIRST EDITION. Large 8vo, pp. [4, prospectus for this work and
advertisements], xxii, 355. [1], 12, advertisements, with numerous
wood-engravings in the text and 18 wood-engraved plates; only light
spotting or browning in places; original printed cloth; front cover a little
warped, light wear to extremities, front inner hinge loose, front fly-leaf
with torn away corner.

This standard work was translated in 1876 into English by
William Collett Sandars (as A Handbook of Architectural Styles)
and remained almost constantly in print until 1927 on both
sides of the Atlantic, only to be reprinted as a facsimile 50
years later.

Albert Rosengarten (1809-1893) was born in Kassel, worked
as a civil servant in the ministry of works of Hesse-Kassel and
was the first German-Jewish architect after the middle ages to
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build synagogues, thus defining the style of synagogues of the latter two thirds of the nineteenth century in Central
and Eastern Europe. He was opposed to Neo-Gothic (too obviously Christian) and Neo-Egyptian style (evoking
slavery), and therefore advocated the shape of the basilica with round arches. This work, discussing the multiplicity
of styles and periods in architecture, was aimed at architectural practitioners and dilettantes. Some of the
woodblocks were reused in later editions of James Fergusson’s History of Architecture. - The work is rarely seen with
the original printed cloth binding.

R.I.B.A. p. 873; UCBA p. 1771; OCLC does not locate any German edition in American institutions.

54. ROZENBERG, Aleksandr Vladimirovich. FILOSOFIIA ARKHITEKTURY (Obshchie
osnovaniia terii proektirovaniia arkhitekturnykh soorushenii). Petrograd, [Voennaia Tipografiia] for
Kulturno-Prosvetitel’noe Kooperativnoe T-vo “Nachatki Znanii”, 1923. £ 85

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 53, [3]; evenly browned due to paper stock, foxing towards the end, half-title with tear at inner
margin; uncut in the original publisher’s printed and ornamented wrappers, wire-stiched as issued, spine with a little loss; old
bookdealer’s prices on rear wrapper.

This highly theoretical work aims at the philosophical and
epistemological foundations of architecture, written when the Soviet
Union was ‘under construction.’

The preface opens with the statement that ‘the theory of
architectural design is the methodology of thinking, accompanying
the process of designing.’ Rosenberg points out that there is a
scientific theory of music but nothing, at such a high level, existing
for architecture as the laws of harmony in architecture have not been
investigated enough to call them yet a theory. At the end of the
pamphlet is a typology for buildings: administrative, buildings for
human habitation, transport, healthcare, etc.

Aleksandr Vladimirovich Rozenberg (1877-1935) together with L. A.
Ilyin, Alexander Klein, was the architect for the Peter the Great
Hospital built between 1907-25. Today, the building accommodates
Mechnikov St. Petersburg Medical Academy and Peter the Great
Hospital. See Catherine Cooke Russian avant-garde theories of art,
architecture and the city Academy Editions, 1995 for an overview of this
period.

OCLC locates a single copy only, in the Canadian Centre for
Architecture.

55. [SHOP FITTINGS]. FRED. SAGE & CIE … Dessinateurs Constructeurs Spécialistes
Installations Complètes de Magasins et de Banques Entreprises Générales. Paris, Fred. Sage & Cie. n. d. [c.
1920]. £ 165

Folio, pp. 145, numerous photographic
illustrations throughout, including 9 multi-page
panoramic views of shop fronts; one panorama torn
along the folds; publisher’s heavy card wrappers
lettered gilt; spine chipped at the foot.

Frederic Sage & Cie supplied shop fittings
and fascias to a whole variety of
establishments in France and beyond.
Many are in the grand arcade style though
an equal number are much more modest.
Most notable are the illustrations of the
window displays and shop-floor fittings for
Dolcis Shoes at Piccadilly Circus, the
Dickins & Jones Store on Regent Street,
the Lafayette Galleries in Paris and the
Hannaus Store in Alexandria (Egypt).
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56. SIMONY, Friedrich. DIE ALTERTHÜMER VOM HALLSTÄTTER SALZBERG UND
DESSEN UMGEBUNG … Als Beilage zu den Sitzungsberichten der philos. histor. Classe der Kais.
Akademie der Wissenschaften (Band IV. 1850. S. 338). Vienna: Aus der Kaiserlich-Königlichen Hof-und
Staatsdruckerei, 1851. £ 250

Oblong folio, [30 × 48cm]. pp. 11, [1] blank; 7 plates including 6 chromolithograph and 1 lithograph; original cloth-backed printed
buff boards; a little rubbed.

A rare series of colour plates illustrating the archaeological finds of the ancient Celtic burial place in the salt-rich
mountains of Hallstatt in Austria.

The illustrations are after drawings by
the natural scientist and pioneering
alpinist Friedrich Simony (1813-96),
who had organised the excavations
and collected the finds. The first plate
illustrates the view of Hallstadt seen
from the further side of the lake,
followed plates depicting two
skeletons in situ, bronze artefacts,
pottery, jewellery, two ornamented
swords and a bronze statuette.
Excavations of the burial site had
begun under Johann Georg Ramsauer
in 1846 and were meticulously
continued until 1846. The precise
documentation, using coloured
drawings and meticulous detail, set the
standard for and methodology of all
future archaeological excavations.

The Celtic origin of the Hallstatt is
derived from ‘halen,’ denoting salt which with trade was the only source of income for the population of this
difficult to access. In the Bronze Age the Celtic population of the valley had become highly developed and
technically advanced, this together with the help of the harsh terrain caused the Roman army serious difficulties in
advancing through the region on their way to conquer Southern Germany.

Friedrich Simony was the first to climb over the almost 3,000 metre high Dachstein mountain ridge in 1842, he was
also a talented draughtsman and later a pioneer of Alpine photography.

57. [STANLEY, Edward Henry  later, 15th Earl of Derby]. SIX WEEKS IN SOUTH AMERICA.
By E.H.S. Printed for Private Circulation [London; T. and W. Boone, Bond Street, [1850]. £ 150

8vo, pp. iv, 132 [2]; contemporary red half morocco, spine lettered in gilt, bookplate of
‘Woburn Abbey 1873.’

Few Victorian politicians saw as much of the world beyond Europe as did
Stanley, this early work was the result of Stanley’s trip to Panama when still a
young man of 24. He took a Royal Mail steamer from Jamaica with a
‘heterogeneous collection of South American merchants, bound for Lima and
Valparaiso, Californian emigrants, settlers on their way to Oregon, and a party
from the United States en route for the Sandwich islands. ‘On his arrival at
Chagres he speaks of it as being ‘described as a kind of Hades, that bad as it
is, every one who sees it for the first time is agreeably surprised to find it no
worse. A very few hours, however, suffice to undeceive them…the place is
miserable beyond the misery of a Highland village, or West-of-Ireland
“town.”’ Stanley, as befitting a man of his station, is quite deprecating about
the conditions of the population but despite this gives a fairly rounded
account of the country.

This copy, which has a few pencil annotations, very probably by the author,
was once owned by Duke of Bedford. Bedford and Stanley were connected
through their marriage to two sisters, the daughters of George John Sackville-
West, 5th Earl De La Warr.
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58. [STOWE]. SEELEY, J. [publisher]. STOWE. A DESCRIPTION
OF THE HOUSE AND GARDENS of the most noble and puissant Prince,
Richard Neville Nugent Chandos Temple, Marquess of Buckingham.
Buckingham, J. Seeley, 1817.                                                                £ 750

8vo, pp. vi, 66, 24 engraved plates (2 double-page size), 7 engraved plans (including 2 folding , 1
map); occasionally lightly browned; entirely uncut in the original publisher’s boards, blue printed
lettering piece on spine; spine defective, corners a little worn, front fly leaf torn away.

A late edition of this constantly updated guide. Stowe House, begun in 1676, was
continually enlarged and modernised, becoming in the nineteenth century a meeting
point of  European high nobility, including many Russians. Due to overspending
the house and gardens had to be sold by the Temple-Granville family in 1848.

The guide went through at least twenty editions between 1744 and 1817, continually
undergoing improvements and revisions. The book’s influence was such that it
helped to make the Stowe gardens among the most publicised and copied of the
English landscape model.

Harris, Country House Index, p. 42.

59. [TRAVEL]. A GENTLEMAN’S TRAVELLING REFERENCE SET. London, W. Peacock,
1794-96. £ 1,850

3 volumes uniformly bound in contemporary red crushed morocco, single gilt fillet and
greek key roll-tooled borders, spines ruled, lettered and gilt in compartments, all edges
gilt, housed in a matching red morocco carrying case in the form of a book, spine richly
decorated in gilt and with owls in the compartments.

A superb travelling set, in unusually fine condition, containing three
small volumes: A Compendious Geographical and Historical Grammar,
London, W. Peacock, 1795 (first edition, written edited John Mair; 13
folding engraved maps, hand-coloured in outline), the second, corrected
edition of Stephen Jones’ A New Biographical Dictionary, London, Peacock
et al., 1796, and, based on Samuel Johnson, A Dictionary of the English
Language … The Fourth Edition., London, Peacock, 1794. - All volumes
remarkably clean and fresh; the box minimally rubbed.

60. [WORKHOUSES]. KNIGHT’S GUIDE TO THE ARRANGEMENT AND
CONSTRUCTION OF WORKHOUSE BUILDINGS, With Notes and Diagrams of the Requirements
and Recommendations of the Local Government Board in Regard to the Erection of Poor Law
Institutions. London: Knight & Co., Local Government Publishers, 9c Fleet Street. 1889. £ 285

8vo, pp. [i-v] vi, [1]-115, [1], [18] adverts on grey paper, 13 plates; original brick-red cloth, upper cover and spine lettered in gilt.

An uncommon catechism of workhouse construction. The work is divided into three chapters with an appendix,
the first chapter dealing with the history of workhouse construction and illustrated with 7 plates of panopticon style
workhouses. These were now found wanting in
effectiveness and suffered from overcrowding. The second
chapter helps the reader navigate the various modern
theories of workhouses design. The third chapter suggests
suitable sites with a preference for block construction as an
altogether more humane and convenient type of
arrangement - and easier to manage. The appendix includes
detailed advice on ‘Fittings and Medical Appliances’, ‘Aged
Married Couples’, bathing, drainage and the application for
loans. Not the least interesting part of the work are some
rather gruesome advertisements that include such useful
furnishings as ‘Patent Sanitary Hammocks for Casual
Wards’ and ‘Dr Scott’s Gold Medal Patent Self-Regulating
Hot-Air Disinfecting Chamber’ which promises ‘the surest method for stamping out small-pox.’

OCLC records copies at Edinburgh University Library, Canadian Centre for Architecture, Chicago and Texas
University, with COPAC adding the British Library copy.


